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练软件《百宝箱》 Directions:There are 30 incomplete sentences

in this part. For each sentence there are four choices marked A), B),

C), D). Choose the ONE answer that best completes the sentences.

1.This kind of shoes ____. A.is sold well B.sells well C.has sold out

D.sells out 2. Potatoes, which are ____, are my favorites. A.a

vegetable B.the vegetable C.vegetables D.the vegetables? 3. Many a

student and teacher ____making a careful study of ____own

problems. A.are⋯their B.is ⋯their C.are⋯is D.is⋯his 4. The guest

of honor, along with his wife and two daughters, ____at the first

table. A.was seating B.was seated C.were seated D.seated 5. There are

a lot of people ____study English. A. whom B.they C.× D.whose 6.

Neither of the young men who had applied for a position in the

university ____. A.has been accepted B.was accepted C.have been

accepted D.were accepted 7. As early as 1647 Ohio made a decision

that free tax?upported schools must be established in every town

____50 households or more. A.to have B.having C.to have had

D.having had 8. People appreciate ____with him because he has a

good sense of humor. A.working B.to have worked C.to work

D.having work 9. Although he knew little about the large amount of

work done in the field, he succeeded ____other more wellinformed

experimenters failed. A.which B.where C.what D.that 10.If tap water

were as dangerous as some people think, ____would be getting sick.



A.a lot of more us B.more a lot of us C.a lot more of us D.a lot of us

more? 11.When I try to understand ____that prevents so many

Americans from being as happy as one might expect, it seems to me

that there are two causes. A.why it does B.why it is C.what it does

D.what it is 12.____allowed to graze on the village meadow. A.The

cattle was B.The cattles were C.A cattle was D.The cattle were 13.My

____have been saving up for five years and they hoped to be able to

buy a color TV set. A.brothers in law B.brotherin laws C.brothers in

laws D.brotherin law 14.____broke down again, but luckily they

knew how to fix it. A.Cliffs and Als car B.Cliff and Als cars C.Cliffs

and Als cars D.Cliff and Als car? 15.To the finalists, ____, the last

high jump was the most exciting as well as the most difficult. A.Bob

and I B.Bob and me C.I and Bob D.me and Bob 16.____we move

the picture over there? Do you think itll look better? A.What if

B.How if C.Why if D.Who if 17.I wanted some more coffee but there

was ____left. A.no B.nothingC.none D.neither? 18.During the two

years of my absence, they went to see my mother almost ____.

A.each month B.every month C.every months D.all months

19.Flight Nineteen from New York is now arriving at ____. A.the

two gate B.gate two C.the gate two D.second gate 20.My dental

appointment is on Friday, ____. A.fifth October B.five October

C.the fifth of October D.the five of October? 21.____of the machines

on display were new items of varieties. A.Secondfive B.Twofifths

C.Twofives D.Twofifth? 22.It is prohibited by law to mail any

merchandise that prove ____in transport. A.dangerous

B.dangerously C.in danger D.with danger 23.The nectarine is a fruit



____like a peach. A.too B.very C.so D.much 24.Harry seldom pays

his bill on time, and his brother does ____. A.too B.as well C.either

D.also 25.Every attention must be paid to him ____he feel that he is

inferior to my other guests. A.unless B.because C.so that D.lest

26.____relatively costly, the diesel engine is highly efficient and

needs servicing infrequently. A.Even B.Even though C.As if D.Since

27.I prefer to read ____idle. A.to sit B.to sitting C.than to sit D.rather

than sit 28.Let us have something iced to drink, ____? A.will we

B.shall we C.do we D.dont we 29.The time was not far off when he

____this decision. A.has regretted B.had regretted C.will regret

D.would regret 30.I ____that we would be able to leave tomorrow,

but its beginning to look difficult. A.hoped B.was hoping C.had
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